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Moderator	of	the	General	Assembly	of	the	Church	of	Scotland,” ΕΚΚΛΗΣΙΑΣΤΙΚΟΣ ΦΑΡΟΣ 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                                                                                                                
very	Torrancian	fashion.		See	p.	5.		They	view	theology	as	a	“centered	set”	rather	than	a	“bounded	
set”	to	use	mathematical	language.	
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Conclusion	
	
An	assessment	and	proposed	adoption	of	Torrance	
	
Few	contemporary	theologians	in	[Torrance’s]	tradition	have	so	thoroughly	and	consistently	
appropriated	the	spiritual	wealth	of	Greek	patristic	theology	and	particularly	the	theology	of	
the	Alexandrian	Church	as	it	was	given	expression	and	formulation	by	the	great	Fathers,	
Athanasius	and	Cyril.	
	
	 George	Dion.	Dragas,	“The	Significance	for	the	Church	of	Professor	Torrance’s	
	 Election	As	Moderator	of	the	General	Assembly	of	the	Church	of	Scotland,”	216.	
	
5.1.	Introduction		
	
This	thesis	has	explored	the	substance,	merit,	place,	and	relevance	of	the	
patristic	scholarship	of	Thomas	F.	Torrance.			The	study	has	shown	that	Torrance	
imaginatively	reconstructs	the	Greek	Fathers	in	light	of	the	evangelical	tenets	of	the	
Reformation,	and	accordingly,	reconstructs	elements	of	Reformed	theology	in	light	
of	Greek	patristic	theology	into	a	Reformed	evangelical	version	of	the	Consensus	
Patrum.1		Torrance	combines	the	Christological	emphasis	of	classic	Christianity	and	
the	evangelical/soteriological	emphasis	of	Reformed	Christianity	and	reconstructs	
the	Fathers	around	this	basis.2		For	Torrance,	this	essentially	means	a	
reconstruction	of	the	Fathers	around	Athanasius	and	the	Nicene	doctrine	of	
ὁμοούσιον	τῷ	Πατρί,	which,	as	he	sees	it,	encapsulates	these	dual	core	emphases,	
																																																								
1	Torrance	states:		“When	Greek	Patristic	Theology	is	studied	and	interpreted	in	the	strong	Biblical	
perspective	restored	through	the	Reformation	of	the	Church	in	the	West	that	its	permanent	place	in	
the	foundations	of	Evangelical	Theology	may	be	appreciated	in	a	new	way…[and]	when	Reformed	
Theology	is	reassessed	and	interpreted	in	light	of	its	ancient	roots	in	the	evangelical	theology	of	the	
early	centuries	that	its	essential	catholicity	and	its	unifying	force	are	to	be	understood.	“	See	
Torrance,	Trinitarian	Perspectives:	Toward	Doctrinal	Agreement,	21–22.	
2	Torrance,	Reality	&	Evangelical	Theology,	14–15;	Torrance,	Preaching	Christ	Today,	20;	Torrance,	
Theology	in	Reconciliation,	235–237;	285;	Torrance,	Theology	in	Reconstruction,	267.	
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captured	by	the	patristic	era	and	the	Nicene	era.3		Consequently,	Torrance	sees	an	
“evangelical	stream”	of	theology	running	from	Irenaeus	through	Athanasius,	Cyril,	
Didymus,	Epiphanius,	Calvin,	and	culminating	in	the	theology	of	Karl	Barth.		This	
evangelical	stream	is	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum.		In	many	ways,	Torrance	
sees	his	vocation	involving	a	preservation	of	this	“stream”	and	he	uses	it	to	
“evangelize”	contemporary	theology	that	had	fallen	into	epistemological,	
cosmological,	and	soteriological	dualism	in	both	the	Eastern	and	Western	churches.			
Torrance’s	project	offers	an	evangelical	and	theologically	driven	reading	of	
classic	Christianity.		This	has	much	to	offer	not	only	to	Reformed	evangelical	
Protestantism’s	generally	functional	(as	opposed	to	ontological/personal)	
Christology	but	also	to,	more	generally,	the	current	patrological	climate	where	the	
church	Fathers’	are	often	studied	in	the	context	of	a	history	of	late‐antiquity	rather	
than	theology.4		Ecumenically,	Torrance’s	project	opens	the	door	for	ecumenical	
dialogue	with	both	the	Roman	Catholic	and	Eastern	Orthodox	churches	because,	on	
the	one	hand,	it	assists	evangelicals	in	seeing	themselves	in	line	with	patristic	
Christianity	and,	on	the	other	hand,	offers	a	basis	for	rapprochement	with	other	
churches.5	
The	overall	argument	in	this	thesis	has	been	that	Torrance	imaginatively	
reconstructs	the	Greek	Fathers	in	light	of	the	evangelical	tenets	of	the	Reformation	
																																																								
3	Or,	the	“epistemological	and	evangelical	significance	of	the	ὁμοούσιον,”	see	e.g.	Torrance,	The	
Trinitarian	Faith,	133–159.	
4	A	critique	proffered	recently	by	the	Eastern	Orthodox	patrologist	John	Behr.		See	Behr,	The	Mystery	
of	Christ,	18.	
5	Perhaps,	in	the	words	of	Colin	Gunton,	because	it	provides	a	“reopening	of	a	major	historical	
conversation.”		See	Gunton,	Father,	Son,	and	Holy	Spirit,	51.	
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and	around	Athanasius’	doctrine	of	the	ὁμοούσιον.		This	study	has	been	focused	
upon	Torrance’s	reading	and	use	of	the	church	Fathers	and	thus	has	focused	on	the	
patristic	side	of	Torrance’s	historical	reconstruction	though,	no	doubt,	much	could	
be	explored	in	regards	to	Torrance’s	reconstruction	of	the	Reformed	tradition	in	
light	of	classic	patristic	theology.	
In	chapter	one	this	thesis	explored	the	historical	precedent	of	Torrance’s	
project	by	means	of	a	study	of	the	Consensus	Patrum	in	historical	Protestantism,	
Roman	Catholicism,	and	Eastern	Orthodoxy,	including	recent	evangelical	retrievals	
of	the	Fathers.		Chapters	two	and	three	explored	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	
itself,	arguing	that	it	consists	of	catholic	themes	(chapter	two)	and	figures	(chapter	
three),	centered	upon	Athanasius	and	the	ὁμοούσιον.		In	chapter	four	this	thesis	
unpacked	the	ecumenical	significance	of	Torrance’s	project	arguing	that	Torrance’s	
consensus	enables	him	to	remain	in	his	own	Reformed	evangelical	tradition	while	
retrieving	the	Greek	Fathers	in	an	ecumenical	fashion.		This	concluding	chapter	will	
offer	an	appreciative	yet	critical	assessment	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	
and	a	proposed	way	forward,	toward	an	“evangelical	patristic	theology,”	critically	
adopting	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum.	
5.2	A	critical	appreciation			
		
Throughout	each	chapter	of	this	thesis,	appreciative	criticism	has	been	
offered	on	Torrance’s	reading	of	the	church	Fathers	in	the	form	of	critical	
exposition,	comment,	comparison,	and	analysis.		The	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	
has	much	merit	inasmuch	as	it	is	largely	faithful	to	the	catholic	themes	and	figures	
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of	classical	patristic	(especially	Greek	patristic)	Christianity	while	remaining	
substantially	evangelical	and	Reformed.		In	addition	to	this	objectivity,	the	
Torrancian	consensus	is	inherently	ecumenical	and	has	paved	a	path	for	others	to	
follow.			
As	Bromiley	helpfully	points	out,	the	way	forward	for	evangelical	studies	of	
classical	Christianity	has	to	do	with	the	fact	that	classical	patristic	views	do	not	
necessarily	lead	to	medieval	Roman	Catholic	views.6		Indeed,	nor	do	they	lead	to	
contemporary	Roman	Catholic	or	Eastern	Orthodox	views.		Rather,	classical	
patristic	Christianity,	in	fact,	can	lead	just	as	much	to	contemporary	evangelicalism.		
Thus,	instead	of	being	only	Roman	Catholic	or	Eastern	Orthodox	resources,	the	
Fathers	are	equally	(if	not	more	so)	evangelical	resources.		The	classical	Fathers	
have,	as	Bromiley	notes,	provided	excellent	guides	for	discussion	of	the	Trinity,	
Christology,	atonement,	(and	more),	and	are	excellent	resources	for	evangelicals.7		
Ultimately,	then,	to	use	the	words	of	Williams,	evangelicals	learn	from	Torrance	
that:	
To	be	‘deep	in	history’	for	evangelical	Protestantism	need	not	be	and	should	not	be	
oxymoronic.		One	should	not	leave	evangelicalism	or	a	believer’s	church	setting	to	
be	nourished	by	the	substantial	resources	available	in	ancient	(or	patristic)	
Christianity.		The	great	model	for	this	undertaking	was	and	is	Philip	Schaff,	whose	
scholarly	work	of	the	last	century	in	producing	translations	of	primary	texts	of	
church	history,	the	early	church	especially,	is	a	sufficient	demonstration	that	any	
oxymoron	between	Protestantism	and	the	whole	of	the	church’s	history	is	
artificially	self‐imposed.8	
	
																																																								
6		Wells	and	Pinnock,	eds.,	Toward	a	Theology	for	the	Future,	130–135.	
7	Wells	and	Pinnock,	eds.,	Toward	a	Theology	for	the	Future,	135–140.	
8	Williams,	Evangelicals	and	Tradition,	12.	
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Indeed,	Schaff,	the	younger	evangelicals,	and	especially,	this	thesis	has	argued,	
Torrance	are	great	examples	to	be	followed;	and,	hopefully	more	will	continue	to	
work	on	the	ground	which	they	have	so	wonderfully	tilled.		This	thesis	has	argued	
that	Torrance	provides	a	viable	model	for	Reformed	evangelicals.	
Ultimately,	Torrance	not	only	offers	fresh	insight	into	patristic	and	
Reformed	theology,	offering	challenges	to	traditional	readings	of	both,	but	also	
provides	a	genealogy	of	church	history	and	a	lens	through	which	evangelicals	and	
Reformed	can	confidently	see	the	patristic	tradition	as	their	inheritance	and	read	
the	Greek	Fathers.		Torrance	has	paved	the	way	for	his	method	to	be	critically	taken	
up	and	applied	in	further	theological	studies	of	the	church	Fathers.		Indeed,	
patrology,	systematic	theology,	and	evangelicals/Reformed	wishing	to	retrieve	the	
Fathers	have	much	for	which	to	thank	Torrance	and	much	that	they	can	learn	from	
him	both	substantially	and	methodologically.	
Chapter	one	argued	that	the	typical	Western	and	Protestant	tradition,	often	
uncritically,	focuses	upon	Augustine	and	Augustinian	theology.		Torrance,	rather,	
returns	to	Athanasius	and	attacked	Augustine.		Chapter	three	discussed	Torrance’s	
uniqueness	as	a	Reformed	Protestant	returning	to	Athanasius	and	the	other	Greek	
Fathers	rather	than	Augustine	and	the	Augustinian	tradition.		The	Torrancian	
Consensus	Patrum’s	truly	catholic	breadth	can	be	seen	particularly	in	light	of	those	
discussed	in	chapter	one	(a)	who	return	to	the	Greek	Fathers	and	convert	to	Roman	
Catholicism	or	Eastern	Orthodoxy,	(b)	who	return	to	the	Greek	Fathers	and	
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tendentiously	appropriate	them,	and	(c)	the	current	trend	within	evangelical	
circles,	especially	in	North	America,	towards	a	return	to	the	Greek	Fathers.			
This	thesis	argued	that	the	evangelical	return	to	classical	Christianity	(the	
third	group	discussed	in	chapter	one),	while	most	like	Torrance	and	commendable	
in	many	regards,	tends	towards	amalgamation	of	the	many	strands	of	patristic	
tradition	into	one	great	“Tradition”	and	can	tend	towards	unfairly	Western	reading	
of	the	Fathers	by	continuing	to	focus	on	Augustinian	and	Western	theological	
themes.		Torrance	stands	unique	among	them	inasmuch	as	he,	while	remaining	
staunchly	evangelical	and	Reformed,	returns	to	truly	catholic	themes	and	figures.		
Therefore,	this	group	could	learn	much	from	Torrance	as	his	appropriation	of	the	
themes	from	patristic	theology,	while	remaining	committed	to	his	own	Reformed	
and	evangelical	tradition,	can	serve	as	an	example	for	others	wishing	to	retrieve	the	
Fathers	objectively	into	their	own	tradition	in	the	future.		Torrance’s	genealogy	of	
theological	history	provides	a	helpful	template	to	be	used	critically	by	evangelicals	
and	Reformed	theologians	wishing	to	appropriate	the	Fathers	into	their	own	
tradition.	
Torrance’s	approach	potentially	sheds	light	upon	why	many	others	are	
“heading	east.”		Many	theologians	(academic,	clerical,	and	lay)	are	dissatisfied	with	
typical	Western/Augustinian	emphases	on	the	ordu	salutis,	double	predestination,	
and	the	forensic	elements	of	the	atonement.9		Torrance’s	departure	from	this	and	
his	emphasis	on	Greek	patristic	themes	and	figures	(e.g.	Athanasius,	Cyril,	union	
																																																								
9	Notably,	those	in	the	evangelical	Calvinist	movement.		See	Habets	and	Grow,	eds.,	Evangelical	
Calvinism.		
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with	Christ,	and	the	personal/Christo‐centric	nature	of	the	atonement)	can	be	
viewed	as	a	part	of	this	greater	movement.		Additionally,	Torrance’s	separation	of	
faith	and	order	as	well	as	the	substance	of	the	faith	from	the	expression	of	the	faith	
provides	a	helpful	parameter	for	ecumenical	dialogue	allowing	evangelical	
theologians	to	remain	evangelical	but	not	remain	statically	evangelical.		Ultimately,	
Torrance’s	approach,	namely,	remaining	substantially	Reformed	and	evangelical	
while	appropriating	the	Greek	Fathers	provides	an	example	and	guide	for	further	
appropriation.		
Torrance’s	project	of	patristic	reconstruction	is	successful,	generally	faithful	
to	the	theological	ideas	and	commitments	of	the	Fathers,	and	highly	imaginative	
and	constructive.		Indeed,	as	his	former	student	George	Dragas	put	it:			
Few	contemporary	theologians	in	[Torrance’s]	tradition	have	so	thoroughly	and	
consistently	appropriated	the	spiritual	wealth	of	Greek	patristic	theology	and	
particularly	the	theology	of	the	Alexandrian	Church	as	it	was	given	expression	and	
formulation	by	the	great	Fathers,	Athanasius	and	Cyril.10	
	
Torrance	returns	to	the	Fathers	and	attempts	to	not	only	grasp	what	they	mean	but	
also	seeks	to	creatively	apply	them	in	his	own	context.		This	thesis	has	argued	that	
Torrance	is	largely	successful	in	his	attempt	and	reconstructs	both	his	own	
Reformed	evangelical	tradition	and	many	standard	readings	of	the	Fathers	in	light	
of	one	another.		As	such,	Torrance’s	Reformed	evangelical	consensus	offers	a	helpful	
Reformed	and	evangelical	approach	to	the	Consensus	Patrum.	
																																																								
10	Dragas,	“The	Significance	for	the	Church	of	Professor	Torrance’s	Election	As	Moderator	of	the	
General	Assembly	of	the	Church	of	Scotland,”	216.	
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Torrance	has	“cleared	the	ground”	for	others	to	continue	his	work.		He	
successfully	presents	the	Greek	Fathers	as	the	“inheritance”	of	Protestants,	
evangelicals,	and	Reformed	as	much	as	they	are	the	inheritance	of	Roman	Catholics	
and	Eastern	Orthodox.		He	also	paints	the	evangelical	tradition	as	in	line	with	
classical	Christianity,	particularly	the	theology	of	the	Greek	Fathers.		This	provides	
an	excellent	guide	for	further	evangelical	appropriation	and	a	bridge	for	
ecumenical	dialogue.		Torrance’s	approach	offers	a	legitimate	method	to	be	
adopted	by	Reformed	and	evangelical	theologians	and	his	reading	offers	a	helpful	
lens	through	which	to	view	the	Fathers.			
Whereas	the	more	holistic	approaches	of	Webber,	Oden,	and	Williams	
discussed	in	chapter	one	have	much	to	offer	and,	indeed,	can	act	somewhat	as	a	
corrective	to	Torrance’s	sometimes	binary	reading	of	the	Fathers	they	offer	some	
hermeneutical	problems.		Primarily,	their	approach,	while	in	theory	looking	to	all	of	
the	evangelical	tradition,	in	practice	tends	to	focus	on	particular	eras	and	figures	
without	offering	a	reason	why.11		Other	than	Oden,	there	is	no	prescribed	method	of	
appropriation	and	even	Oden’s	project	offers	no	method	for	choosing	particular	
streams	over	others;	and	there	most	certainly	were	different	streams	that	can	all	be	
considered	classical	Christianity.		There	are	nuances	among	the	Fathers	and	one	
need	only	to	read	the	Fathers	to	see	that	disagreement	existed	among	them.		There	
																																																								
11	Williams	voices	a	similar	critique	of	Oden’s	appropriation.		Williams,	Retrieving	the	Tradition	and	
Renewing	Evangelicalism,	34.	
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is	no	seamless	“Tradition.”12		Torrance	provides	a	viable	reading	of	these	
differences,	while	at	the	same	time	preserving	certain	nuance	and	making	
distinctions.	
Typically,	scholars	in	the	these	Protestant	movements	of	retrieval	
acknowledge	but	do	not	substantially	use	Torrance,	perhaps	owing	to	lack	of	
knowledge	of	his	patristic	appropriation13	or	perhaps	owing	to	his	overly	binary	
depiction/emphasis	on	Greek	patristic	themes	such	as	theosis.14		Torrance	
approaches	the	Greek	Fathers	on	their	own	terms	and	allows	what	he	finds	to	
reform	his	own	tradition;	the	outcome	is	Torrance,	a	Reformed	theologian,	talking	
about,	for	example,	theosis,	the	vicarious	humanity	of	Christ,	and	bishops.		This	
stands	out	amongst	the	many	current	evangelical	retrievals	which	look	for	
Protestant	themes	in	the	Greek	Fathers.	
	 Thus,	while	the	entirety	of	these	figures	offer	a	helpful	corrective	to	
Torrance’s	sometimes	simplistic	and	binary	reading	of	the	patristic	era,	their	more	
																																																								
12	Though,	the	current	trajectory	of	Ayres,	Holmes,	et	al.,	in	large	part,	disagrees.		Holmes	asserts	a	
seamless	garment,	a	“one	voice,”	of	the	classical	and	truly	ecumenical	Christian	tradition	on	the	
doctrine	of	the	Trinity	spanning	East	and	West,	Greek	and	Latin.		See	Holmes,	The	Holy	Trinity,	144–
146.		There	are	others	who	agree	with	Torrance	that	there	is	distinction	in	the	patristic	era.		See	
John	Behr,	“Calling	upon	God	as	Father:	Augustine	and	the	Legacy	of	Nicaea”	in	Papanikolaou	and	
Demacopoulos,	eds.,	Orthodox	Readings	of	Augustine,	153–165	for	an	account	that	is	more	nuanced	
that	traditional	East‐West	distinctions	but	that	argues	for	important	differences.		The	way	forward	
may	be	somewhere	in	the	middle	of	the	spectrum	between	Torrance’s	strong	distinctions	and	the	
newer	readings’	“one	voice.”	
13	With	notable	exceptions:		See		Oden,	The	Rebirth	of	Orthodoxy,	165–166	who	was	clearly	
influenced	by	Torrance.		Notably,	Williams'	only	reference	to	Torrance	is	a	critique	of	misreading	
the	early	Greek	Fathers	on	justification.		Williams	is	critical	of	Protestant	theologians	returning	only	
to	Augustine	for	proof	of	a	Protestant	doctrine	of	justification	and	sees	the	early	Greek	Fathers	
asserting	substantially	the	same	position	as	the	Reformers.		Accordingly,	he	is	critical	of	Torrance	
for	accusing	the	Greek	Fathers	of	not	holding	to	an	Augustinian	notion	of	justification.		See	D.	H.	
Williams,	Evangelicals	and	Tradition,	130–139.	
14	Typically	Protestants	in	this	movement	tend	towards	very	broad	ecumenism	and	look	to	a	general	
“Great	Tradition.”	
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holistic	and	synthetic	approach	is	equally	as	problematic.		The	Fathers	are	indeed	
not	a	seamless	garment	and	a	hermeneutic	for	appropriation	is	much	needed.		
Furthermore,	the	Greek	Fathers	simply	did	not	work	with	the	same	themes	as	the	
Western	Fathers.15		Accordingly,	Torrance’s	objective	focus	on	Greek	patristic	
themes	such	as	the	ὁμοούσιον	and	the	epistemological	and	
soteriological/evangelical	implications	contained	within	it	remains	a	helpful	guide	
for	evangelical	appropriations	of	classical	Christianity	who	want	to	remain	
evangelical	on	the	one	hand	and	faithful	to	the	Fathers	on	the	other	hand.		It	is	
important	to	approach	the	Fathers	on	their	own	terms.		Torrance	does	this	and	
extracts	what	he	learns	applying	it	to	his	own	tradition.		The	temptation	is	to	
tendentiously	look	for	certain	themes	in	the	Fathers	and	Torrance	is	an	example	of	
how	to	successfully	approach	the	Fathers	from	a	certain	perspective	while	also	
being	fair	to	the	Fathers	themselves.			
There	are	theologians	more	in	line	with	Torrance’s	objective	focus,	
evangelical	commitments,	and	faithfulness	to	the	Fathers	such	as	Colin	Gunton	and	
his	return	to	the	“classical	tradition”	as	he	called	it	and	his	strong	focus	on	the	
doctrine	of	the	Trinity.16		Bromiley	also	proposes	a	more	objectively	focused	
appropriation.17		Additionally,	Donald	Fairbairn	offers	a	Christologically‐centered	
																																																								
15	See	McGrath,	Iustitia	Dei.	
16	Gunton,	Promise	of	Trinitarian	Theology.		Though	Gunton’s	conclusions	are	different	than	
Torrance	and	more	in	line	with	Torrance’s	“Cappadocian	distinction,”	in	methodology	Gunton	is	
more	in	line	with	Torrance	than	the	more	holistic	approaches	discussed	above.	
17	Wells	and	Pinnock,	eds.,	Toward	a	Theology	for	the	Future,	145–151.	
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and	grace	based	approach	much	akin	to	Torrance.18		Finally,	Andrew	Purves’	
publications	and	teaching	focus	upon	a	similar	approach	to	classical	patristic	
theology.19		
	 Ultimately,	Torrance	can	and	should	continue	to	act	as	a	helpful	guide.		By	
showing	that	the	Fathers	are	precursors	to	the	evangelical	tradition	and	that	
evangelicalism	is	a	continuation	of	the	evangelical	stream	in	the	early	church	he	
provides	impetus	for	evangelical	appropriation	of	the	Fathers.		Furthermore,	the	
example	of	Torrance’s	ecumenical	work	should	act	as	a	guide	for	how	to	approach	
the	Fathers	as	an	evangelical	while	remaining	in	one’s	own	tradition.		It	is	notable	
that	though,	as	discussed	in	chapter	three,	his	work	on	the	Fathers	has	generally	
not	been	utilized	by	patristics	scholars	or	Reformed	evangelical	theologians,	there	
has	been	a	fairly	positive	reception	of	it	by	both	Eastern	Orthodox	and	Catholics.		
For	example,	Orthodox	theologians	such	as	George	Dragas,20	Matthew	Baker,21	John	
Behr	(to	a	certain	extent),22	and	even	Georges	Florovsky23	are	all	fairly	positive	in	
																																																								
18	Fairbairn,	Grace	and	Christology	in	the	Early	Church;	Donald	Fairbairn,	“Patristic	Soteriology:	
Three	Trajectories,”	289–310.	
19	Purves’	teaching	currently	entails	Reformed	theology	and	he	teaches	very	much	from	a	patristic	
perspective	much	akin	to	Torrance.		His	publications	focus	on	his	former	role	as	Professor	of	
Pastoral	Theology	and	place	pastoral	theology	in	a	Christological	and	Trinitarian	context	by	means	
of	the	Fathers	and	also	Torrance	himself.		See	Purves,	Reconstructing	Pastoral	Theology:	A	
Christological	Foundation.	
20	Dragas,	“The	Significance	for	the	Church	of	Professor	Torrance’s	Election	As	Moderator	of	the	
General	Assembly	of	the	Church	of	Scotland.”	
21	Baker,	“The	Place	of	St.	Irenaeus	of	Lyons	in	Historical	and	Dogmatic	Theology	According	to	
Thomas	F.	Torrance.”	
22	Behr,	“Divine	Meaning	Book	Review.”	
23See	Mathew	Baker,	“The	Eternal	‘Spirit	of	the	Son’:	Barth,	Florovsky	and	Torrance	on	the	Filioque,”	
International	Journal	of	Systematic	Theology,	vol.	12,	no.	4	who	argues	for	substantial	similarity	
between	Florovsky	and	Torrance	in	both	Triadology	and,	more	generally,	basic	theology.		In	his	
classes,	George	Dragas,	who	studied	under	both	Torrance	and	Florovsky	has	commented	that	the	
two	were	close	and	both	voiced	deep	appreciation	for	the	other	to	him.		
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their	reception	of	Torrance.		Roman	Catholic	theologians	such	as	Paul	Molnar24	are	
also	deeply	appreciative	of	Torrance’s	theology.	
Torrance’s	Consensus	Patrum	is	therefore	highly	relevant	not	only	
ecumenically	but	also	for	the	current	generation	of	evangelicals.		Theologians	in	the	
“evangelical	Calvinism”	movement	such	as	Myk	Habets	are	currently	using	the	
method	with	figures	from	the	Reformation.25		Practically,	Torrance’s	method	can	be	
applied	very	directly	by	exploring	what	the	evangelical	stream	in	the	early	church	
looked	like	in	specific	instances	and	in	contemporary	evangelical	application.26			
However,	Torrance’s	project	is	sometimes	overly	binary.		This	tendency	can	
be	corrected	by	those	following	the	path	set	out	by	Torrance	by	applying	his	
grace/Christ‐centered	reading	to	his	strong	distinctions	and	towards	further	
readings	of	patristic	themes	and	figures.		Torrance	can	sometimes	be	very	black	
and	white	in	his	attacks	and	perhaps	a	bit	more	nuance	is	needed	and	can	be	
applied	today	in	re‐readings	of	these	patristic	doctrinal	themes	and	figures.			
5.3	A	critical	adoption	
	
Accordingly,	the	rest	of	this	conclusion	will	offer	a	proposed	“way	forward”	
from	this	study;	a	projected	application	of	the	fruits	of	this	study	and	of	Torrance’s	
method.		This	will	entail	(1)	pointing	to	which	elements	of	the	Torrancian	
Consensus	Patrum	should	be	adopted,	(2)	pointing	to	which	elements	of	the	
																																																								
24	Molnar,	Thomas	F.	Torrance:	Theologian	of	the	Trinity.	
25	Habets	and	Grow,	eds.,	Evangelical	Calvinism.		It	is	basically	a	reconstruction	of	Calvin’s	theology	
around	the	central	tenets	of	the	Gospel.		Evangelical	Calvinism	is	“constructive	theology.”		See	pp.	7–
8	
26	Such	as	asceticism.		See	Radcliff,	“A	Reformed	asceticism.”			
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Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	should	be	left	behind,	and	(3)	proposing	a	way	
forward,	towards	an	“evangelical	patristic	theology.”		This	will	be	done	by	means	of	
by	an	exploration	of	Torrance’s	article	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy”27	as	an	
illustrative	point	of	departure.	
This	thesis	has	offered	much	appreciation	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	
Patrum	throughout	each	chapter.		Torrance	is	both	objectively	focused	upon	God	in	
Christ	and	theologically	constructive.		Torrance	consistently	begins	his	reading	of	
the	consensus	from	a	starting	point	in	Christ	and,	therein,	God	himself.		Herein,	
Torrance	sees	himself	following	Athanasius.28		His	project	remains	focused	upon	
Christology	and,	therein,	Triadology	and	he	continually	reconstructs	patristic	
theological	themes	in	light	of	the	Reformation	doctrine	of	grace	while	at	the	same	
time	attempting	to	do	the	Fathers	justice	by	using	their	own	themes	and	terms.		
Torrance	contends	that	the	affirmations	in	the	fourth	century	at	Nicaea	and	in	the	
sixteenth	century	during	the	Protestant	Reformation	are	complementary;	the	
former	emphasizing	God’s	presence	with	humankind	in	Christ	and	the	later	
emphasizing	the	connection	of	the	identity	of	the	gift	of	grace	and	the	Giver	of	
grace.29		For	Torrance,	both	of	these	movements	in	the	church	preserved	essential	
aspects	to	the	great	emphasis	on	the	Greek	patristic	theme	of	the	ὁμοούσιον,	
namely,	that	in	Christ	God	has	completely	given	himself	to	humankind	in	revelation	
																																																								
27	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	461–482.	
28	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	461.	
29	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	462.	
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and	reconciliation.30		Torrance’s	connection	of	Nicene	theology	and	Reformation	
theology	is	extremely	insightful	and	offers	a	convincing	picture	of	the	way	in	which	
the	Fathers	are	the	“property”	of	evangelical	Protestants	while	at	the	same	time	
remaining	inherently	ecumenical	and	faithful	to	the	Fathers.		Furthermore,	
Torrance’s	reading	of	Nicene	theology	through	the	lens	of	the	evangelical	theology	
of	the	Reformation	allows	for	fresh	insight	into	the	theology	of	the	Fathers	and	a	
reconstruction	of	his	own	theological	tradition	in	a	plethora	of	areas,	but	most	
notably	in	Christology	and,	generally,	all	other	areas	flow	out	of	Christology	of	
Torrance.	
The	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum’s	focus	upon	Christology	offers	a	
significant	challenge	to	Reformed	Protestant	Christology	and,	as	such,	offers	much	
to	this	tradition.		Chapter	two	of	this	thesis	argued	that	the	kernel	of	the	Torrancian	
consensus	is	Athanasius’	doctrine	of	the	ὁμοούσιον,	by	which	Torrance	means	“God	
Himself	is	the	actual	content	of	His	revelation	and	God	Himself	is	really	in	Jesus	
Christ	reconciling	the	world	to	Himself.”31		For,	Torrance,	this	insistence	was	key	
for	the	Nicene	Fathers,	especially	Athanasius,	and	serves	as	the	cornerstone	of	the	
consensus	and,	accordingly,	acts	as	the	cornerstone	of	dogmatic	theology	in	general.		
Torrance’s	emphasis	upon	the	Nicene	and	Athanasian	ὁμοούσιον,	offering	much	
methodologically,	offers,	more	pointedly,	a	substantial	challenge	to	Reformed	
Protestant	Christology	itself.	
																																																								
30	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	464.	
31	Torrance,	The	Christian	Doctrine	of	God,	7.	
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	 Reformed	Protestant	Christology	has,	historically,	been	largely	“functional”	
in	that	its	emphasis,	rather	than	on	the	person	of	Jesus	Christ,	is	more	so	upon	the	
work	of	Christ.32		In	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	Torrance	traces	varying	
versions	of	the	Latin	Heresy	in	western	Christianity	from	Leo	the	Great	through	
Anselm	into	contemporary	western	theology.33		In	Reformed	Protestant	theology,	
such	as	in	the	Westminster	Confession	of	Faith,	the	ontological	aspect	of	Christology	
is	not	denied,	but	the	emphasis	upon	the	functional	aspect	of	Christology	in	effect	
ignores	the	ontological	or	personal	side	of	Christology,	favoring	what	Christ	has	
done	over	who	Christ	is,	Christ’s	person.	
	 Serving	as	an	important	challenge	to	this	perspective,	Torrance’s	
Athanasius‐ὁμοούσιον	emphasis	offers	an	important	re‐situating	of	Reformed	
Protestantism	on	Christology.		Working	off	the	ground	tilled	by	Karl	Barth	on	this,34	
and	by	tracing	it	back	further	to	Athanasius,	Nicaea,	and	the	Greek	Fathers	
Torrance	widens	the	perspective	and	shows	the	broader	context	for	this	
Christological	emphasis.		Torrance	argues	throughout	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	
Heresy”	that	the	person	and	work	of	Christ	cannot	be	separated	and	throughout	his	
other	works,	as	chapter	two	of	this	thesis	argued,	the	ontological/personal	aspect	
of	Christology—the	ὁμοούσιον—is	absolutely	central.			
																																																								
32	This	is	what	Torrance	calls	the	“Latin	Heresy.”		See	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy.”	
33	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	477–478.		Here,	he	surely	also	has	in	mind	the	
Reformed	scholastic	tradition,	particularly	the	Westminster	Tradition	of	which	he	was	so	critical	in,	
e.g.,	his	Introduction	to	School	of	Faith.	
34	Torrance	acknowledges	this	and	speaks	very	highly	of	Barth’s	role	in	re‐directing	the	emphasis	in	
Reformed	and	evangelical	thought	in	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy”	and	elsewhere.	
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	 In	addition	to	the	purely	Christological	aspect	discussed	above,	Torrance’s	
approach	offers	challenges	on	a	variety	of	levels,	as	argued	in	chapter	two	of	this	
thesis.		The	ontological	emphasis	in	Torrance’s	Christology	challenges	traditional	
Reformed	Protestant	emphases	on	the	Penal	Substitutionary	theory	of	the	
atonement	and	incorporates	it	into	a	much	broader	atonement	theory	involving	
theosis	and	union	with	Christ.		The	ontological	emphasis	in	Torrance’s	Christology,	
combined	with	his	view	of	the	vicarious	humanity	of	Christ,	illuminates	more	fully	
the	importance	of	the	entire	life	of	Christ,	viewing	the	atonement	in	light	of	the	
incarnation,	rather	than	the	incarnation	in	light	of	the	atonement.			
Furthermore,	Torrance’s	consensus	offers	much	in	regards	to	a	holistic	
approach	in	contrast	to	a	more	dualistic	approach.		In	his	article	“Karl	Barth	and	the	
Latin	Heresy,”	Torrance	discusses	his	viewpoint	that	Karl	Barth,	following	in	the	
classical	tradition	of	the	church,	was	attacking	Augustinian,	Cartesian,	and	
Newtonian	dualism	which	had	been	running	rampant	in	the	church.35		Torrance	
sees	this	dualism	problematically	undergirding	Western	theology	in	their	doctrines	
of	revelation36	and	reconciliation.37		Torrance	sees	the	dualism	prevalent	
throughout	the	Western	church,	evident	in	such	theologians	as	Leo	the	Great,	
Anselm,	Peter	Lombard,	Aquinas,	and,	more	generally,	Roman	Catholic	and	
																																																								
35	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	463.	
36	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	463–473.	
37	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	473–479.	
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Reformed	theology.		Torrance	sees	“obvious	connections”	between	Karl	Barth	and	
Athanasius38	and	sees	a	broad	tradition	in	the	church	following	in	this	stream.39	
Certain	elements	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	can	be	left	behind	as	
theologians	of	the	next	generation	attempt	to	build	on	the	fertile	soil	laid	by	
Torrance.		Throughout	the	discussion	of	the	catholic	themes	and	figures	used	by	
Torrance	in	his	patristic	reconstruction,	critiques	were	offered	regarding	the	way	
in	which	Torrance	often	brings	the	Fathers	too	much	into	his	own	context.		
Contained	within	this	critique	is	a	compliment:		Torrance	brings	the	Fathers	into	
his	own	context	and,	very	successfully,	applies	them	to	his	own	situation.		However,	
while	there	is	much	to	be	commended	in	this,	Torrance	sometimes	amalgamates	
modern	and	patristic	theology	and,	even	more	so,	Torrancian/Barthian	and	
patristic	theology	in	ways	that	can	be	unfair	to	the	Fathers.		Sometimes,	instead	of	
“obvious	connections,”	between	Athanasius	and	Barth	(as	Torrance	puts	it),	
Athanasius	begins	to	look	nearly	identical	to	Barth.40			
So,	the	method	for	figuring	out	what	to	“shave	off”	Torrance	might	look	
something	like:		What	elements	are	more	a	part	of	Torrance’s	specific	context	than	
																																																								
38	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	464.	
39	Torrance,	“Karl	Barth	and	the	Latin	Heresy,”	476.	
40	See	e.g.	Torrance,	Theology	in	Reconciliation,	240f	and	Torrance’s	discussion	of	Athanasius’	
scientific	theology.		The	point	here	is	not	that	Torrance’s	connections	are	unfounded	(chapter	three	
argued	that	his	connections	are	highly	creative	and	helpful);	rather,	the	point	is	simply	that	
sometimes	Torrance’s	“obvious	connections”	(as	creative	and	helpful	as	they	are)	are	not	explicitly	
stated	by	Torrance	and	this	gives	the	impression	that	Athanasius’	theology	is	Barthian	theology	
written	in	patristic	Greek	and	Arius	is	propagating	basically	the	same	heresy	as	Schleiermacher,	etc.		
Torrance	often	jumps	between	Barth	and	the	Fathers	sounding	as	if	they	are	saying	basically	the	
same	thing.		See	e.g.	Trinitarian	Faith,	93	and	Christian	Doctrine	of	God	wherein	Barth	is	referred	to	
fairly	often.		See	also	Space,	Time,	and	Incarnation.	
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otherwise?		These	elements	can	then	be	revisited	with	fresh	eyes	and,	perhaps,	left	
behind	with	Torrance.	
The	first	element	is	Torrance’s	attack	on	dualism.		As	discussed,	Torrance	
sees	his	vocation	as	involving	attacking	the	dualism	embedded	in	Western	
theology.41		The	Fathers	often	become	Torrance’s	tools	in	the	fulfillment	of	this	
vocation.		Torrance	sees	elements	of	this	problem	present	in	patristic	theology	
(such	as	in	the	debate	between	Athanasius	and	Arius).		However	at	times	
Torrance’s	rendering	of	Athanasius’	battle	with	Arianism	looks	suspiciously	like	his	
own	attack	on	dualism	in	modern	theology.		Torrance	sees	himself	combatting	
cosmological	and	epistemological	dualism	throughout	his	many	texts.		Accordingly,	
one	of	the	aspects	to	Torrance’s	approach	to	the	Fathers	is	that	he	is	searching	for	
elements	of	this	in	theological	history.		In	turn,	Torrance	attacks	many	figures	for	
elements	of	dualism	in	their	thought:		Augustine,	Gregory	Palamas,	and	Aquinas	are	
all	accused	of	this	at	some	point	and	because	of	this	Torrance	does	not	really	
accord	them	much	space	in	his	texts.		Torrance’s	broad,	sweeping	attacks	(such	as	
“the	Latin	heresy”)	can	herein	tend	towards	over‐simplicity.		It	is	surely	an	over	
simplification	to	say	that	the	entire	west	was	dualist	in	epistemology	and	
soteriology	from	Augustine	until	Barth.42		Thus,	perhaps	more	nuance	is	needed	
here.		One	could	reasonably	say	that	Torrance	has	dealt	with	the	problem	of	
																																																								
41	See	e.g.	Torrance,	Karl	Barth:	Biblical	and	Evangelical	Theologian,	213–240.		
42	Torrance	accuses	Augustine	of	dualism	based	on	neoplatonic	commitments.		See	e.g.	Torrance’s	
comments	in	Minutes	from	the	Orthodox	Reformed	Consultation,	Orthodox	Centre	of	the	
Ecumenical	Patriarchate,	Chambesy,	Geneva,	6‐11,	March	1983	in	The	Thomas	F.	Torrance	
Manuscript	Collection.	Special	Collections,	Princeton	Theological	Seminary	Library,	Box	170.		
Current	Augustine	scholarship	now	tends	to	avoid	viewing	Augustine	in	light	of	neoplatonism.		See	
e.g.	Ayres,	Augustine	and	the	Trinity.	
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dualism.		Torrance	rightly	saw	certain	interpretations	of	these	figures	as	dualist	
and	attacked	that;	however,	today	scholars	can	nuance	their	approach	to	these	
figures	more	than	Torrance	did	in	his	day.	
Chapter	three	discussed	Torrance’s	attack	on	the	“Cappadocian	distinction”	
and	the	“Byzantine	trajectory”	of	Gregory	Palamas.		The	argument	was	put	forward	
that	this	attack	was,	more	deeply,	aimed	at	John	Zizioulas	and,	therefore,	Torrance’s	
distinction	between	Nicene	theology	and	the	Cappadocian	distinction	is	really	more	
about	the	1980s	than	the	380s.		Embedded	within	this	debate	is	Torrance’s	more	
negative	reception	of	the	Augustinian	West	and	the	Byzantine	East.		However,	the	
attacks	are,	once	again,	aimed	more	at	theologians	of	his	own	context.		His	battle	
with	Augustinian	soteriological	dualism	is,	more	deeply,	with	the	
Federal/Scholastic/Westminster	theology	that	he	came	across	in	his	own	context	
and	his	attack	on	the	Cappadocians	and	Gregory	Palamas	is	more	on	John	Zizioulas	
and,	even	more	so,	the	neopalamite	reading.		On	the	one	hand,	these	are	largely	
successfully	applications	of	the	Fathers	into	his	own	tradition.		On	the	other	hand,	
however,	for	theologians	not	in	deep	debate	with	the	theology	of	the	neopalamites,	
Zizioulas,	and	Federal	theology,	these	elements	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	
can	be	revisited	and	perhaps	left	with	Torrance.		Torrance	successfully	dealt	with	
these	problems	and	it	is	up	to	theologians	today	to	move	forward	without	elements	
of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	which	were	only	relevant	for	his	context	and	
contributed	to	his	tendency	towards	over	simplification	and	binary	division.		
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In	his	reading	of	the	patristic	tradition	Torrance	hardly	discusses	other	
patristic	scholars	or	secondary	texts	and	is	not	always	entirely	transparent	about	
his	filters	for	reading	the	Fathers.		Indeed,	the	list	of	his	secondary	sources	is	very	
limited.43		As	John	Behr	notes,	any	look	at	the	footnotes	of	Torrance’s	texts	leaves	
the	reader	in	wonderment	at	the	number	of	primary	source	citations	and	at	the	
same	time	the	lack	of	secondary	citations.44		
Furthermore,	Torrance	clearly	has	a	number	of	ideas	he	considers	core.		
Chapter	two	explored	Torrance’s	view	of	Christ’s	assumption	of	fallen	humanity	
arguing	it	may	have	come,	in	part,	from	H.R.	Mackintosh’s	reading	of	Gregory	
Nazianzen.		Chapter	two	also	explored	Torrance’s	discussion	of	the	Greek	versus	
the	Latin	views	of	the	atonement	and	notes	that	his	view	has	elements	similar	to	
John	McLeod	Campbell	along	with	the	Greek	Fathers.		Additionally,	Torrance’s	
vision	assumes	some	notion	of	the	Newmanian	notion	of	“Development	of	
Doctrine”	discussed	in	chapter	one,	which	is	very	possible	via	Orr.45			
Chapter	three	explored	Torrance’s	commitment	to	Barthian	theology.		
Additionally,	chapters	two	and	three	explored	Torrance’s	fondness	for	Augustinian	
Triadology	which	he	considers	to	be	basically	Greek	patristic.		Finally,	Torrance’s	
																																																								
43	If	his	personal	library	catalogue	is	any	indicator,	he	was	working	primarily	with	Protestant	
secondary	sources	(such	as	Dorner	and	Bethune‐Baker),	especially	liberal	(such	as	Harnack	and	
Zahn).		See	his	catalogue	in	The	Thomas	F.	Torrance	Manuscript	Collection.		Special	Collections,	
Princeton	Theological	Seminary	Library.		Box	209.	
44	John	Behr,	“Divine	Meaning	Book	Review,”	107.	
45	Torrance’s	reading	of	the	patristic	era	looks	very	much	like	that	of	James	Orr	at	times.		See	James	
Orr,	The	Progress	of	Dogma	(London:		Hodder	&	Stoughton,	1901).		Notably,	the	Torrance	archives	at	
Princeton	Seminary	contain	notes	taken	by	Torrance	on	this	text	highlighting	such	ideas	as	situating	
Athanasius	in	the	episcopal	side	of	the	Alexandrian	school	as	well	as	Irenaeus	as	in	line	with	
Athanasius	as	a	biblical	theologian.		Torrance	also	included	Orr’s	text	on	the	reading	list	for	his	
Dogmatics	course	at	New	College.		See	The	Thomas	F.	Torrance	Manuscript	Collection.		Special	
Collections,	Princeton	Theological	Seminary	Library.		Box	16	and	51	respectively.	
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reading	of	Athanasius	on	the	doctrine	of	the	Holy	Spirit	sometimes	borders	on	
seeing	Athanasius	as	adhering	to	the	filioque	without	stating	it	outright.	46		
Torrance	could	have	been	clearer	about	his	filters	and	what	ideas	were	really	from	
Athanasius,	Barth,	etc.,	and	what	was,	in	fact,	Torrance.		Indeed,	it	sometimes	seems	
that	Torrance	thinks	they	were	all	saying	basically	the	same	thing	and	the	line	
between	what	each	figure	actually	said	and	Torrance’s	own	conclusions	is	not	
always	evident.	
5.4	What	is	the	way	forward?		Towards	an	“evangelical	patristic	theology”	
	 When	the	items	relevant	only	to	Torrance’s	context	are	removed,	and	the	
perennially	beneficial	elements	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	kept,	an	
“evangelical	patristic	theology”	emerges.		The	rest	of	this	chapter	will	attempt	to	
offer	a	(very)	basic	outline	of	a	way	forward,	towards	an	“evangelical	patristic	
theology.”			
First,	as	explored	in	chapter	one,	every	interpreter	of	the	Consensus	Patrum	
has	a	lens.		Therefore,	Protestant	evangelicals	should	not	be	ashamed	to	have	an	
“evangelical	lens”	through	which	they	approach	the	consensus.		Torrance	has	
successfully	reminded	evangelicals	and	Reformed	that	the	Fathers	are	their	
inheritance	as	much,	if	not	more,	than	Roman	Catholic	and	Eastern	Orthodox.		
Furthermore,	he	has	shown	that	patristic	themes	and	figures	can	(and	should)	be	
																																																								
46	A	view	similar	to	that	of	Shapland	as	seen	in	his	Introduction	to	The	Letters	of	Saint	Athanasius	
Concerning	the	Holy	Spirit,	trans.	C.R.B.	Shapland	and	also	Henry	Barclay	Swete,	The	Holy	Spirit	in	the	
Ancient	Church,	212–221.	
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approached	through	the	lens	of	the	evangelical	commitments	of	the	Reformers	in	
the	sixteenth	century.		Indeed,	this	is	the	proper	approach	for	an	evangelical.	
Second,	Torrance	has	offered	a	very	helpful	way	to	objectively	approach	the	
Consensus	Patrum,	namely,	through	the	Athanasian	ὁμοούσιον,	Christology,	and	
Triadology.		Chapter	one	explored	ways	in	which	appropriation	of	the	Fathers	can	
tend	towards	tendentiousness	without	an	objective	principle.		Torrance	has	offered	
an	example	of	how	to	remain	objective;	by	focusing	on	the	central	doctrine	of	Christ	
and,	therein,	the	Trinity.	
Thirdly,	through	the	above	two	commitments,	Torrance	sheds	fresh	light	on	
many	truly	catholic	patristic	themes	and	figures.		While	remaining	evangelically	
committed,	Torrance	approaches	the	Fathers	essentially	on	their	own	terms.		This	
generally	sets	him	apart	from	those	in	the	paleo‐orthodox	movement	which	often	
approaches	the	Fathers	with	the	desire	of	finding	Western	and	Protestant	themes	
and	remains	too	statically	committed	to	their	confessions	in	a	“Tertullian	fashion.”		
Torrance’s	themes	and	figures	were	discussed	in	chapters	two	and	three	
respectively.		Examples	of	the	fresh	light	shed	by	Torrance	are	his	reading	of	the	
vicarious	humanity	of	Christ	in	Athanasius	and	Irenaeus,	his	reading	of	the	science	
of	theology	in	the	Alexandrian	tradition,	his	reformation	of	the	filioque	debate,	and	
his	manifold	insights	into	ministry	and	ecclesiology	in	light	of	the	early	church	and	
Christology.	
Torrance	has	paved	the	way	and	it	is	up	to	theologians	today	to	pick	up	
where	he	left	off	and	work	towards	constructing	an	“evangelical	patristic	theology.”		
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An	evangelical	patristic	theology	need	not	adopt	the	elements	purely	relevant	to	
Torrance’s	context	discussed	above.		Then,	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	can	
revisit	some	of	the	more	contextual	elements	of	the	Torrancian	consensus	and,	
following	Torrance’s	example,	approach	truly	catholic	patristic	themes	and	figures	
on	their	own	terms,	while	remaining	committed	to	the	evangelical	tenets	of	the	
Reformation.	
An	evangelical	patristic	theology	is	more	capacious	and	less	binary	than	
Torrance.		This	is	along	the	lines	of	the	contemporary	work	of	Lewis	Ayres	in	re‐
reading	the	Nicene	era.47		Accordingly,	with	Ayres	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	
revisits	Nicaea	and	the	doctrine	of	the	Trinity,	perhaps	seeing	less	of	a	distinction	
between	Athanasius	and	the	Cappadocians.48		Even	more	relevant	is	Ayres	re‐
reading	of	Augustine;	a	significantly	more	capacious	reading	than	Torrance.49		The	
Western	tradition	may	have	much	fruit	which	has	not	been	picked	on	account	of	
Torrance’s	widespread	attack	on	dualism	in	the	Latin	and	Byzantine	traditions.		
Patristics	scholars	are	now	viewing	the	patristic	era	in	a	much	more	nuanced	
																																																								
47	Lewis	Ayres,	Nicaea	and	Its	Legacy.		See	pp.	188–221	for	Ayres	on	Basil	and	pp.	365–383	for	Ayres	
on	Augustine.		Though,	as	aforementioned,	the	trajectory	of	Holmes,	Ayres,	Barnes,	et	al.	tends	
towards	seeing	the	patristic	tradition	speaking	with	“one	voice.”		This	is	probably	an	
oversimplification	on	the	opposite	extreme	of	Torrance.		Torrance	shows	that	there	are	differences	
among	figures	in	the	patristic	era,	the	newer	readings	show	that	these	differences	are	not	as	clear‐
cut	as	Torrance	contends;	however,	the	via	media	is	likely	the	best	route	forward:		The	Fathers	were	
in	basic	agreement	but	with	different	emphases	and	nuances.	
48	An	evangelical	patristic	theology	is	also	open	to	discussion	of	figures	left	out	by	Torrance	such	as	
Marcellus	of	Ancyra.		See	Parvis’	groundbreaking	work	on	Marcellus:		Marcellus	of	Ancyra	and	the	
Lost	Years	of	the	Arian	Controversy	325–345.		Parvis	sees	Marcellus	as	substantially	more	central	
than	often	thought	by	the	rest	of	20th	century	scholarship.	
49	Ayres,	Augustine	and	the	Trinity.	
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fashion	than	during	Torrance’s	era.		Along	with	Ayres,	John	Rist,50	Michel	Barnes,51	
and	David	Bentley	Hart,52	to	name	a	few,	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	sees	
Augustine	as,	at	least	somewhat,	in	line	theologically	with	the	Greek	Fathers	(their	
emphasis	is	typically	on	the	doctrine	of	the	Trinity).		Their	argument	is	that	
Augustine	was	not	as	strong	a	proponent	on	such	things	as	the	filioque	as	later	
interpreters	would	have	it.		Perhaps	he	is	in	line	with	the	Greek	Fathers	on	more	
than	this;	there	is	much	room	indeed	for	further	exploration.53			
Furthermore,	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	might	explore	a	re‐reading	of	
Gregory	Palamas,	along	the	lines	of	the	re‐reading	offered	earlier	in	this	thesis.		The	
hesychastic	tradition	of	Palamas	is	an	area	that	has	been	central	to	Byzantine	
theology	for	centuries	and	does	not	receive	any	attention	from	Torrance	on	account	
of	his	attack.		Torrance’s	attack	on	both	the	Latin	and	Byzantine	tradition	is	based	
on	his	battle	against	dualism.		Evangelical	patristic	theology	exists	in	a	different	era	
from	Torrance	and,	accordingly,	it	can	approach	both	traditions	with	the	basic	
commitments	of	the	Torrancian	Consensus	Patrum	but	can	mine	the	depths	of	both	
traditions	in	ways	not	done	by	Torrance.		Further	studies	of	Palamas,	the	later	
																																																								
50	John	Rist,	Augustine	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1994).		Rist	argues	that	Augustine	
should	be	viewed	less	as	a	neo‐Platonist	and	more	as	a	Christian	theologian.	
51	Barnes,	“Rereading	Augustine’s	Theology	of	the	Trinity,”	145–176.	
52	David	Bentley	Hart,	“The	Hidden	and	the	Manifest:	Metaphysics	After	Nicaea,”	191–226.	
53	Current	scholarship	on	Aquinas	is	also	working	more	along	these	lines.		See	Fergus	Kerr	After	
Aquinas:	Versions	of	Thomism	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	2002),	56–65	for	Kerr’s	appraisal	of	Aquinas	on	
his	so‐called	“natural	theology.”		While	not	equating	Barth	and	Aquinas,	Kerr	offers	a	reading	that	
sees	Barth	and	Aquinas	more	in	line	than	traditionally	thought.		Karen	Kilby	offers	a	related	reading	
of	Aquinas	on	the	doctrine	of	the	Trinity.		She	sees	Aquinas	as	emphasizing	the	distinctiveness	of	
each	person	of	the	Trinity	more	than	traditionally	thought.		See	Karen	Kilby,	“Aquinas,	the	Trinity,	
and	the	Limits	of	Understanding,”	International	Journal	of	Systematic	Theology,	Vol.	7	No.	4	(October	
2005):	414–427.		Torrance	considers	Aquinas	dualist	in	his	theology	cutting	of	the	doctrine	of	the	
One	God	from	the	doctrine	of	the	Triune	God.		See	Torrance,	Theology	in	Reconciliation,	285.	
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Byzantine	tradition,	and,	indeed,	non‐Byzantine	theological	traditions	from	a	less	
binary	perspective	than	Torrance	would	likely	bear	much	fruit.54	
Moreover,	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	can	approach	many	themes	not	
explored	by	Torrance	on	account	of	his	avoidance	of	Latin	and	Byzantine	theology	
because	of	their	dualism.		First,	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	might	explore	a	
grace‐based	study	of	asceticism.		Asceticism	is	often	viewed	as	a	“work”	to	do.		
However,	if	viewed	in	light	of	the	Reformation	the	Byzantine	ascetic	tradition	may	
have	much	to	offer	evangelicals.		Second,	the	great	ascetic	tradition	offers	the	
vocation	of	monasticism.		This	has	much	to	offer	the	evangelical	churches	today	in	
many	regards.			
Some	of	Torrance’s	other	themes	may	be	picked	up	and	explored	further.		
For	example,	Torrance’s	reconstruction	of	the	patristic	notion	of	the	bishropic	
regarding	“Presbyterian	bishops”	may	have	more	fruit	on,	for	example,	North	
American	soil	where	less	wars	have	been	fought	over	church‐related	issues.		
Figures	such	as	Habets	pick	up	elements	of	Torrance	and	explore	them	further.55		
However,	many	elements	of	Torrance’s	remain	to	be	applied	throughout	in	the	
current	conversations	wherein	they	are	relevant,	for	example,	Torrance’s	doctrine	
																																																								
54	Iain	Torrance	(T.F.’s	son)	has	written	a	magisterial	text	on	Severus	of	Antioch	(born	c.	465	C.E.).		
Rather	than	as	a	“Monophysite,”	Torrance	presents	Severus	as	in	line	with	the	classic	patristic	on	
Christology	and,	as	such,	paves	the	way	for	ecumenical	rapprochement	between	Oriental	Orthodox	
and	other	non‐Chalcedonians	with	adherents	to	Chalcedon	seeing	the	two	sides	as	less	polarized	
than	once	thought.		As	such,	Iain	Torrance	carries	his	father’s	work	into	post‐Chalcedonian	patristic	
theology.		See	Torrance,	Christology	After	Chalcedon.		His	book	is	based	on	his	PhD	thesis	and	
provides	a	substantial	theological	introduction	to	Severus’	theology	(pp.	37–74)	and	an	introduction	
(75–139)	and	translation	(143–236)	of	a	selection	of	Severus’	letters.		It	should	be	noted	that	T.F.	
Torrance	was	very	appreciative	of	his	son’s	work	and	referenced	it	in	The	Christian	Doctrine	of	God	
(on	page	160)	
55	e.g.	Habets,	Theosis	in	the	Theology	of	Thomas	F.	Torrance.	
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of	the	Trinity,	particularly	his	potential	role	as	a	via	media	between	current	debates	
in	Trinitarian	theology.56	
Further	studies	may	also	explore	other	classical	patristic	themes	or	even	
different	figures	appropriating	the	Fathers	into	their	evangelical	traditions.		For	
example,	Philip	Schaff’s	genealogy	of	church	history	may	offer	more	elements	by	
which	an	evangelical	patristic	theology	can	move	forward.	
5.5	Conclusion	
	
	 In	conclusion,	T.F.	Torrance	has	much	to	offer	in	regards	to	his	reading	and	
reconstruction	of	the	Consensus	Patrum.		The	best	way	to	move	forward	is	to	
appropriate	Torrance’s	Consensus	Patrum,	revisit	and	possibly	even	leave	behind	
the	purely	contextual	elements,	and	continue	the	work	which	Torrance	began,	
namely,	a	re‐reading	of	the	classical	Christian	tradition	in	light	of	the	Reformation	
and	continuing	to	tap	into	the	bounteous	well	of	the	Consensus	Patrum	seeing	what	
can	be	learned	from	the	theology	and	lives	of	the	classical,	truly	ecumenical,	church	
Fathers.	
																																																								
56	Noble	suggests	the	same	in	his	book	Holy	Trinity:	Holy	People.	
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